
 

 

 

PRESENTS      

‘INICIO ‘is a new beginning for building a new class of multidiscipline professionals having an 

expertise in both technical and entrepreneur skills. Being the first event of its kind to be 

organised in INDIA,’INICIO’, adds on, in golden letters, to the unparallel list of events to be 

organised at CONFLUENCE 2KXI. At ‘INICIO’ we invite teams from all over India to submit an 

executive report on an innovative technical idea. After scrutiny of these reports by our panel of 

experts 30 teams will be shortlisted and mentors will be provided to them, and will be asked to 

submit a final review report on their idea. These 30 teams will then be invited to CONFLUENCE 

2KXI,where the best technopreneur  will be announced after various round ,that will put their 

technical and entrepreneurial  skills to test, who awaits a heavy cash prize, a lot of 

opportunities and who knows what else. 

Being the spearhead of ours nation’s development, it is our duty of us youngster’s to come up 

with ideas that can change the life of millions. 

Who is ELIGIBLE? 

Each team should comprise of 2 to 4 members. 

Each member of the team should be of 17-28 years of age. 

Each member should be presently registered student under any of the universities in India. 

OBJECTIVES 

To develop the spirit of innovation among students. 

To find the flag bearer’s of development in our nation. 

To provide a platform to students all over India to showcase their technical and entrepreneur 

skills. 



 

 

To provide a platform for all these ambitious amateurs to interact with professionals. 

To provide a platform for all these technoprenuers to meet their potential sponsors and 

venture capitalists. 

BENEFITS 

A cash prize worth Rs.20000 to be won. 

A chance to develop your idea into a complete plan with the guidance of experienced 

professionals from industry. 

Support for patenting of novel ideas. 

A chance to present your ideas before industrialist and venture capitalist at CONFLUENCE 2KXI. 

An opportunity to interact with leading industrialist and venture capitalist of India. 

Support for commercializing for your ideas from our event partner. 

Support for technology transfer offered by our supporting partners. 

Entrepreneurial training offered by our partners. 

Exposure/media publicity offered by our media partners. 

You can be a part of our Nation’s development by contributing your ideas and implementing it. 

HOW TO APPLY :-Students may send their own topics with problem statement and the 

solution in an abstract form or can take topic from www.techpedia.in and send the topic name 

along with your solutions to inicio.nitr@gmail.com.You can apply by logging on to 

http://confluence2k11.in/  

CONTACTS: For further help please drop a mail to inicio.nitr@gmail.com . 

  Or u can call Santanu: +91-985356961               Bijoy:  +91 -9692994432 
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